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Dear Mayor Borrowman and Town Councillors:

I am a Canmore resident who strongly opposes the proposed TSMV expansion, both for the
sake of our beautiful mountain town and the wildlife with whom we share this space.

The proposed development would make Canmore unrecognisable. By doubling the population,
we would lose much of what makes Canmore so special -- the sense of community that comes
from living in a small, closely knit town. Last summer, with our huge visitation numbers, we
saw proof that there is simply no room for thousands more cars in our downtown area. This
development would both lead to congestion nightmares for everyone, including visitors, and
would counter our declared Climate Emergency. I want to emphasise the latter point: Council
has shown true leadership in declaring a State of Climate Emergency, and now is not the time
to approve a project that would conflict with the very principles it lays out, namely by
increasing the town's carbon footprint and waste generation.

Another critical consideration is how severely detrimental to wildlife this development would
be. The Bow Valley is a crucial corridor for wildlife and the onus is on us to protect it: we
must preserve the wonderful nature that makes living in this town so special. The urban sprawl
that would result from the TSMV proposal is more suited to a large city with the space to
expand rather than a small town in a narrow valley where residents and wildlife coexist in
already close proximity.

I urge Council to prioritise the quality of life of all present and future Canmorites over this ill-
considered development. For the sake of our community, the wildlife with whom we share this
space, and the climate, we must reject this massive expansion that threatens all three.

Sincerely,

Eleonore Lebeuf-Taylor
209-200 Three Sisters Dr
Canmore AB T1W 2M1
403-493-5780
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